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.José Mourinho is using Luke Shaw as a form of prevention, having ruled the 19-year-old out for Sunday’s Premier League opener against Newcastle United at Old Trafford. The Chelsea manager, his squad rested but fit, had confirmed Shaw was ruled out this week as he continued his lengthy over-winter recovery from the hamstring injury
that kept him out of Europe last season. Asked if he was sure Shaw would be available for next week’s match, Mourinho said: “Yes, for this week.” Shaw’s return would be a welcome boost to Chelsea, a club cursed by ill fortune over the last two seasons and whose hopes for a third successive title have been jeopardised by a succession of
injuries and a bleak form by the most expensively assembled squad in the club’s history. They were already without the injured John Terry and Gary Cahill, and although Fabio Coentrao was fit enough to play against Manchester City on Monday, he has been ruled out for the rest of the season by Mourinho with Mourinho also still hoping to
have Cahill fit. Chelsea’s problems at right-back, which have led to 24-hour shifts at a makeshift stand-in position for Juan Cuadrado, are more acute than those endured by Mourinho during a similarly fraught period after he arrived at Stamford Bridge in 2004. After the Europa League tie in Turkey, the visit of Manchester City, the League

Cup final loss to Arsenal and, crucially, a Champions League last-16 defeat by Barcelona, Mourinho walked away. Jose Mourinho says Wayne Rooney did not feel he was a worthy successor as England captain. Photograph: Shaun Botterill/Getty Images Mourinho’s departure in 2009 left an awkward power vacuum at the club, which was
eventually filled, at least temporarily, by Roberto Di Matteo. The former Chelsea striker and then club manager went on to have two emotionally charged, and ultimately damaging, spells as manager, the second of which lasted for just one match, with Mourinho returning with the club in January 2013. Mourinho appears to have done his

best to prevent a similar power vacuum arising since replacing Di Matteo and it is clear he feels a great deal more confidence in his squad than he did at the turn of the year, the results of which have been the club’s continuing ills. Five successive Premier League defeats by 4-0 margins –
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